SCHEDULE III

List of EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND ITS MEMBERS STATES

1. The Kingdom of Belgium
2. the Czech Republic
3. The Kingdom of Denmark
4. The Federal Republic of Germany
5. The Republic of Estonia
6. The Hellenic Republic
7. The Kingdom of Spain
8. The French Republic
9. Ireland
10. The Italian Republic
11. The Republic of Cyprus
12. The Republic of Latvia
13. The Republic of Lithuania
14. The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
15. The Republic of Hungary
16. The Republic of Austria
17. The Republic of Poland
18. The Portuguese Republic
19. The Republic of Slovenia
20. The Slovak Republic
21. The Republic of Finland
22. The Kingdom of Sweden
23. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
24. The Republic of Bulgaria
25. The Republic of Romania
26. The European Community, on other part